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ABSTRACT
This study introduces a new tool to compare bot levels in real-time
across conversation topics or hashtags. With the data collected, we
measured higher levels of bot activity in some topics of conversa-
tion as compared to others and propose a novel application of bot
detection analysis to advance research in this fast-changing field.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social media play an important function in democratic dialogue.
Donald Trump relied heavily on direct access to voters in his 2016
campaign, which led to his successful nomination in 2017, and cre-
ated amedia ecosystem that fed off a variety of outlets and platforms
[27]. The process Trump employed is formally known as "inter-
media agenda setting" where information in one medium, such as
social media, influences the topics covered in another medium, such
as cable news or print news [18]. As information and misinforma-
tion enter this hyper-connected media environment, the features
of social media, including the ability to create, share, and react to
content in real time, impact media writ large [1].

The continued and rapid evolution of social media results in a
competition that drives the marketplace of ideas and is bolstered
by the flow of information [14]. Those who control information —
including how it is created, propagated and consumed — control
significant power to influence societal discourse and could poten-
tially use their control to disrupt the idea economy. Restricting
and gathering data from information flows can be weaponized to
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exploit users, damage an individual’s reputation, and manipulate
perspectives of individuals and/or groups, as well as other dam-
aging purposes [3]. Twitter, specifically, has proven potent in its
ability to shift national discussion. Hashtags like #BlackLivesMatter,
#MAGA, and #MeToo have become rallying cries for social com-
mentary, deliberative action, and counter-public creation. Online
conversations, particularly on Twitter, can be manipulated by auto-
mated accounts known as bots. Though the creators of social media
platforms may have viewed the creation of those platforms as an
attempt to move closer toward an inclusive marketplace of ideas,
existing powerful entities have continuously attempted to consoli-
date their influence using social media. Bots have been deployed
by state actors to help citizens during crises as well as to create and
disseminate propaganda to build support for incumbent regimes
[28]. Misinformation spread by bots is threaded into existing con-
versations and creates confusion about topics ranging from politics
to health [21]. Research has shown that bots manipulate the flows
of conversations to the extent that they affect individuals and, as a
result, the flow of information online [20].

For bot creators seeking profit, cheap platforms available to reach
large audiences help them profit from selling conceptions of real-
ity to those that most benefit from perceiving reality in the way
offered by the seller [2]. Other bot networks deploy campaigns to
sabotage election processes or otherwise introduce misinformation
in an effort to reduce trust in democratic processes and influence
international politics [28]. Inauthentic information, often called
"fake news", can then be disseminated through various media sys-
tems, sometimes resulting in serious real-world effects [13]. When
information warfare is directed at democratic institutions such as
elections, the health of the nation is at stake [5]. Informational
ecosystems corrupted with ongoing creation and sharing of fake
news weaken the structure of democratic government [4].

2 IDENTIFYING BOTS AND THEIR EFFECTS
Much of the societal disruption caused by bots is done through
the creation and dissemination of misleading or untrue stories
disguised as news. The term "fake news" encompasses a broad swath
of meanings depending on the context of its use. In Disinformation,
‘Fake News’, And Influence Campaigns On Twitter, MatthewHindman
and Vlad Barash only analyzed sites that “overwhelmingly publish
false articles” [19]. The authors produced a thorough examination
of bot behavior by retroactively following the behaviors of accounts
confirmed by Twitter to be bots, using network analysis to show
the densities of their relationships and behaviors across the nodes
of the network. Their analysis includes sites like InfoWars and
Sputnik News, but excludes sites that weremerely strongly biased or
ideologically extreme. Using this narrow definition, the researchers
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found that bots are not only propagating fake news and other forms
of misinformation, the bots are being used in a concerted effort
by those that control them. Hindman and Barash establish that
dense bot networks, or "bot armies", are designed to create and
amplify misinformation in an attempt to manipulate the online
discourse. This method is tremendously useful but leaves room for
improvement. For example, it is possible that the sample provided
by Twitter simply was not representative of the larger Twitter bot
ecosystem. The study is limited in scope, focusing on a specific
non-generalizable sample to detail a quantitative case study of
how specific types of bots behave in specific circumstances. Larger
questions like where bots are centralizing right now, are there
differences in their localization within conversations, and what
sorts of bots are inwhat sorts of conversations are difficult to answer
with this type of study because of its lack of generalizability.

Samuel Woolley has similar findings in Automating Power: Social
Bot Interference In Global Politics. Woolley’s study skirts the trou-
blesome task of identifying bots by using media coverage of bot
activity to gather data. Seeking to uncover specific tactics and strate-
gies used by bots, his content analysis finds that “computational
propaganda, proliferated by political actors using political bots,
enables control globally” [28]. According to his analysis, inflated
popularity of issues and user audience size and spam flooding are
among tactics used by bot armies. Additionally, Woolley finds that
bots are often deployed by large organizations and regimes when
under pressure. In Algorithms, Bots, And Political Communication In
The U.S. 2016 Election: The Challenge Of Automated Political Com-
munication For Election Law And Administration, Philip Howard,
Woolley, and Ryan Calo focus in on political bots. They build a
narrative of bots and their tactics by connecting studies to present
a logical chain of reasoning behind bot creators’ motivations. Both
studies are crucial to countering bot activity, however they are
limited in scope.

Identifying bots on social media is difficult. A number of factors
confound the process. Applying algorithms to identify automated
accounts is particularly troubling for researchers because no gen-
uine sample of the population of bots can be identified. Without
true and absolute knowledge of whether any given account is fully
automated, this area of research lacks what is often called a "ground
truth". This, in turn, limits the generalizability of studies in this
field [10]. Furthermore, even advanced and highly accurate algo-
rithms may more quickly identify accounts as bots with specific
traits (i.e., posting every hour, on the hour) while tending to ignore
others (i.e., stock photography used for profile picture). Without ex-
haustive testing, it is difficult for researchers to detect these biases.
Additionally, a program that performs accurately when it is first
created, as the algorithms were tested on then-recent data, may
degrade as bot makers improve their own code to avoid detection
and account suspension. The ability to detect constantly changing
bots is an uphill battle for researchers. Lastly, methodologies driven
by bot-detection software are limited by the packages’ inability to
access deleted or suspended accounts, which limits retrospective
analysis [22]. Despite these concerns, studies using tools that de-
ploy computational bot detection methodologies have consistently
shown results pointing to the efforts of bot creators to manipulate
discourse on social media [12]. Periodic rigorous validation tests of
bot detection software are needed, but research in this area must

continue because automated accounts are shaping conversation in
our societies around the world today.

BotOMeter, formerly named BotOrNot, was first published by
five researchers led by Indiana University’s Clayton Davis in 2016
[9]. BotOMeter was the first-ever publicly-accessible bot detec-
tion tool, originally developed to compete in a challenge issued
by the United States Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) [23]. While previous attempts to create bot detection tools
relied on by-hand verification [8] or earlier data sets [6], BotOMe-
ter analyzes over 1,000 features of every account and was trained
using over 30,000 confirmed bot and non-bot accounts. Currently,
BotOMeter is researchers’ premier tool in efforts to identify bots
on Twitter. Attempts to better understand bot behavior focus on
identifying individual bot accounts [6], the effect of interacting
with bots [26], or the content produced by the bot accounts [11].
Programs like DeBot [7] and BotOMeter [9] are designed to identify
accounts individually.

In summary, communication technologies are used to create
added uncertainty in political deliberation. People struggle to dis-
tinguish authentic dialogue from inauthentic dialogue driven by
disinformation campaigns. Creating a tool to track bots at the
conversation-level and in real-time is the focus of this project. Tech-
nology has been used to create the problem of bot influence in social
media discourse and our botscan tool aims to assist researchers,
journalists, and the general public to establish if a deliberation in
online discourse is driven by authentic or inauthentic communica-
tion. Our tool, botscan, allows researchers to easily measure bot
activity at the conversation level in real-time for the first time and
is supported by the BotOMeter algorithms.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
(1) How does bot activity volume differ on Twitter between

different types of conversations?
(2) How do bot account "types" differ between topic categories

as well as a random sample?

4 BOTSCAN
To address these questions we created the botscan tool 1 for R [24],
to implement topic-level monitoring for bot activity on Twitter.
Since botscan does not rely on its own algorithm, it uses BotOMe-
ter to identify bots because it is the best-tested engine currently
available for real-time Twitter data. Originally released in 2014 and
later published in 2016, BotOMeter analyzes over 1,000 metadata
features of each account tested, including network, user, friends,
temporal, content, and sentiment features. Davis and his colleagues
validated the tool using ten-fold cross-validation, obtaining an area
under the ROC curve of 0.95. BotOMeter does not sort or attempt
to categorize types of bots and instead focuses solely on the identi-
fication of automated influence in a given account.

The botscan tool reviews every account in any Twitter-compatible
search string, including a hashtag (#MeToo) or a term without a
hashtag (Alyssa Milano). We refer to the tweets that are returned
when one searches for strings as conversations or topics. Like other
Twitter-based software, botscan requires the user to acquire their

1Available at https://github.com/kurtawirth/botscan
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own unique Twitter keys, as well as a BoM Mashape key, 2 which
requires a Mashape account. An upgraded and free version of the
BotOMeter API key allows a user to increase their rate limit sub-
stantially. Given the rate limits of Twitter and BotOMeter, a search
processes approximately 10-12 accounts per minute. 3

Our tool uses Twitter’s streaming application programming in-
terface (API), which can only gather tweets going forward in time.
Though Twitter’s search API allows for retrieval of past data up to
about one week old, it provides incomplete data that has been vet-
ted using quality assurance software, which removes a significant
amount of bot content. However, botscan allows for the use of the
search API if the user chooses. Our pre-testing using search API
data foundmuch lower levels of bot activity compared to the stream-
ing API. While the lack of ability to collect past data is a limitation,
it allows for real-time bot detection in a fast-paced information
environment.

The botscan tool accepts three primary parameters: 1) the search
term, 2) the number of tweets that contain the search term to gather,
and 3) the threshold for bot detection by BotOMeter.

5 METHODS
We selected five topic areas to explore: conservative politics; lib-
eral4 politics; both conservative and liberal politics; top news; and
top trends unrelated to news. Using several search terms in each
topic area, we examine trends in the fraction of a conversation
produced by bots (see Table 2). We selected current topics that had
a sufficient volume of data to collect tweets within a 24 hour time
period. To select a conversation within each area, we first chose
an appropriate conversation within the worldwide trending top
10. If no conversations within worldwide trends were appropriate
for one or more of our topics, we then selected trends from the
American nationwide trending top 10. If again no conversations
were deemed appropriate for one or more of our topics, we selected
a known high-volume conversation within that topic (i.e., #MAGA).
Researcher-selected conversations were tested to ensure their cur-
rent volumes were high enough for collection of sufficient sample
sizes. The selection method of each search term is identified in
Table 2 (global trend, U.S. trend, or researcher-selected).

To determine the number of tweets per search term to collect,
we began by testing botscan’s reliability in providing a stable per-
centage of bots in a conversation given different sample sizes. After
collecting 10 rounds of two thousand random tweets via Twitter’s
streaming API, successive tests revealed the bot prevalence of sam-
ples within each round with sizes of 100, 200, 500, 1,000, and 2,000
respectively. The results are displayed in Table 1.

In order to test whether some samples from a given conversation
are significantly more or less generated by bots than others, we
collect 10 rounds of data, calculate the fraction of the conversation
generated by bots, and examine the distributions for outliers. We
further examine samples of different sizes, sensitive to the fact that
researchers may prefer smaller samples due to the infrequency

2Available with instructions, respectively, at https://apps.twitter.com/ and
https://market.mashape.com/OSoMe/botometer.
3Expected updates and additional functionality can be viewed on the tool’s GitHub
"Issues" page.
4The term liberal is used here as it is used in the U.S. political system, similar to
center-left in European politics.

of some search terms, or due to computational constraints. We
find no evidence of outlying samples, either across rounds or in
smaller samples. We find that the means roughly follow a normal
distribution, across rounds and sample sizes, as we would expect
from the sampling distribution of the mean. Below, we examine the
samples of size 2,000, due to the decreased variability of the test
data with this sample size.

We used a bot identification threshold of 0.43 based on previ-
ous research on the Complete Automation Probability scale, or
CAP [16]. BotOMeter does not sort or attempt to categorize types
of bots. Twitter, in fact, openly allows many types of automated
accounts. Accounts that “broadcast helpful information”, engage
automatically with followers, and generally “help people” fall into
this category [25]. These types of accounts are measured against
the same yardstick as accounts that tweet spam, hijack political
hashtags, and manufacture virality through retweet networks. Be-
cause we are interested only in what Gorwa calls "social bots", or
automated accounts meant to engage on social media [15], we con-
ducted a qualitative review of 50 accounts identified as bots in each
category to ascertain the various types of bots prevalent in each
conversation and how they differ. (See Figure 1)

6 RESULTS
Bot levels by round for random samples are found in Table 1. Each
round consists of 2,000 tweets, where the first 100 are analyzed,
followed by the first 200 (inclusive), etc. Bot levels by conversation
are shown in Table 2.

Table 1: botscan Validation. Cells contain percentage of con-
versation produced by bots.

Round n = 100 n = 200 n = 500 n = 1000 n = 2000

1 8.0% 8.0 7.0 7.6 6.5
2 5.0 5.0 3.8 3.8 4.6
3 7.0 10.5 8.6 7.6 6.1
4 9.0 9.0 10.2 8.5 6.9
5 7.0 6.5 6.2 6.6 6.3
6 4.0 3.5 4.6 5.6 5.5
7 6.0 6.0 5.6 7.1 6.5
8 7.0 4.5 5.4 4.9 5.8
9 6.0 6.0 7.2 6.9 6.0
10 4.0 6.5 6.6 5.6 6.3

Mean 6.30% 6.55 6.52 6.42 6.04
St. Dev. 1.64% 2.11 1.88 1.43 0.64

Pct. From Mean 25.97% 32.28 28.86 22.25 10.61

We tested conversations for bots in three rounds. Each round
of data acquisition was completed over the course of 24 hours and
consisted of 2,000 tweets per conversation per round. The results
and conversations are found in Table 2. A summary of results by
type of conversation are found in Table 3.

We performed a χ2 test of independence to examine the relation
between conversation type and whether a given conversation’s
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accounts are likely to be labeled as a bot by botscan. The relation
between these variables was statistically significant χ2(392, N =
25,391) = 3,139.8, p<.01. Bot activity appears significantly denser
within conservative political conversations. We hypothesize that
the increased percentage of bots in trending but non-political con-
versations is attributed to a larger overall Twitter volume of non-
political bot types (e.g., spam and niche). Conservative conversa-
tions contain on average 254% as many bots as liberal conversations
and 306% as many bots as cross-spectrum conversations.

Following the data gathering stage, the top 50 accounts within
each conversation type were inductively categorized according to
their apparent purpose. The apparent bot purposes we categorize
include

• Political: Shares mostly politically-motivated posts, and po-
tentially includes political messaging in bio.

• Spam: Seemingly unrelated content and/or repeatedly asking
for an action such as clicks or views.

• Niche: Promotes specific topic regardless of usefulness and
asks for little or no action (e.g., clicks or views).

• Porn: Predominantly posts material pornographic in nature.
• Organization: Seems to belong to an organizational entity.
• Informative: Shares information meant to be useful while
rarely or never asking for an action.

• Suspended: Account was suspended at the time of data col-
lection or deleted after tweets were pulled and before late
January, 2018.

• Undetermined: Accounts that have too little activity and/or
a language barrier that renders accurate classification im-
possible.

We performed a χ2 test of independence to examine the relation
between conversation type and the category a bot was assigned. The
relation between these variables is statistically significant χ2(28,
N = 250) = 181.1, p<.01. Political bots are significantly more likely
to appear in political conversations (here represented by the cross-
spectrum, conservative, and liberal categories) than non-political
ones.

Table 2: Bots By Conversation

Round Topic Conversation Percent Bots

1 Conservative "#Bolsonaro2022"a 11.15%
1 Liberal "#WheresMitch"b 1.20
1 Cross-Spectrum "Cohen"b 2.15
1 Trending/News "Mary Oliver"a 2.15
1 Trending/Not News "#AllStars4"a 5.15

2 Conservative "#GloboLixo"a 2.60
2 Liberal "#Kamala2020"c 1.95
2 Cross-Spectrum "Erykah Badu"b 0.90
2 Trending/News "#Itzy"a 5.25
2 Trending/Not News "#TheVoiceKids"a 4.45

3 Conservative "#MAGA"c 5.35
3 Liberal "#Resist"c 2.70
3 Cross-Spectrum "Venezuela"a 1.65
3 Trending/News "Dourado"a 0.35
3 Trending/Not News "#NationalComplimentDay"a 3.65

aTrending in world. bTrending in U.S.
cResearcher-selected.

Table 3: Bots By Conversation, Summary

Topic Average Percent Bots

Conservative 6.37%
Liberal 1.80

Cross-Spectrum 1.57
Trending/News 2.58

Trending/Not News 4.42
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7 DISCUSSION
Bot armies can weaken society’s ability to verify what is true and
what is not, and the worst types of stress on a democracy are un-
predictability and uncertainty [4]. The botscan tool helps conceptu-
alize bot activity as part of a holistic interconnected and interactive
ecosystem. New approaches to bot monitoring methodology intro-
duced by botscan have the potential to help researchers, journalists
and citizens understand bot account activity in a particular conver-
sation in real-time.

Using botscan, this study shows that there are more bots active
in the conservative deliberative conversations than in a random
sample, and that the types of bot accounts differ significantly across
various conversations, which is consistent with previous research
[17]. Further research into a much larger variety of political con-
versations over a longer time period and across platforms is needed
to make any general claim about bot presence by political ideology,
which is a contested and difficult to define concept particularly
across countries. In our small study, however, the results are clear.
Though botscan’s results from the #Bolsonaro2022 search are ex-
treme, the lowest bot presence detected in any conservative con-
versation (#GloboLixo at 2.60%) was the only conservative result
lower than the highest level of bot presence in liberal conversations
(#Resist at 2.70%). Removing #Bolsonaro2022 produces an average
bot presence of 3.975%, which is 121% higher than the 1.80% average
for liberal conversations. This demonstrates the potential benefits
in understanding the ecology of bot behavior by comparing topics.

Researchers now have an open-source tool to gather bot activity
data on the conversational level. This enables data analysis on a
wide variety of questions including: bot behavior differences be-
tween conversation types, bot propagation over time, bot behavior
changes over time (in response to real-world events, for example),
and bot "types" composition differences per conversation types.

Likewise, journalists could use this type of tool to prevent their
coverage of social media trends from being influenced by bots, and
they could cover trends in bot behavior as it shifts from one topic
of conversation to another. This kind of information could enable a
new media literacy of real-time bot behavior that is necessary in
the social media age.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The introduction of botscan enables a new and important perspec-
tive and further exploration of how discourse online is vulnerable
to manipulation through interconnectivity and interactivity. This
paper contributes a method to study conversational - rather than
individual - bot behavior, and implements a new tool, botscan, to
explore another level of bot analysis. Our tool produces the first
estimates at the conversational level about automated social media
accounts. However, botscan’s reliance on the BotOMeter algorithm
and limitation to Twitter limit its explanatory potential. When
monitoring bot activity, there is simply no "ground truth", making
verification and measurement of accuracy difficult.

Other confounds exist. Specifically, the volume of conversational
traffic for a topic may bias botscan’s results. Indeed, our findings
suggest this may be so. Our study found the average for trending
conversations universally fell below the 6.04% average of 10 tests
of 2,000 random samples each. Likewise, if the level of bot presence

in ongoing conversations - like #MAGA - is relatively consistent,
fluxes in human-led conversational traffic skew botscan results of
that conversation. Future research should investigate how conver-
sational volume affects botscan results and perhaps produce a more
reliable metric with which conversations could be compared.

Despite these considerations, botscan - and the methods it en-
ables for measuring and tracking bot activity - have the potential to
expand knowledge in this field. Early findings, including this study,
have suggested that conservative Twitter conversations contain
more politically-motivated bots than those on other topics. Using
and expanding upon methods like that used in our study, monitor-
ing the nature of these accounts and their activities could reveal a
great deal about the intentions of bot creators and how to counter
such efforts in order to protect public discourse from bad actors.
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